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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let g be a split semisimple Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero and 
let I/ be a finite-dimensional irreducible g-module. In [l(b), Theorem 10.1’1, 
Bernstein, Gelfand, and Gelfand construct a resolution of Y in terms of direct 
sums of Verma modules (g-modules induced from one-dimensional modules 
for a Bore1 subalgebra of g). In this paper, we generalize their construction, and 
resolve F’ in terms of direct sums of generalized Verma modules (g-modules 
induced from finite-dimensional irreducible modules for a parabolic subalgebra 
of g); see Theorem 4.3. A weak form of the generalized resolution has already 
been given in [3, Theorem 8.71, for a class of Lie algebras much more general 
than that considered here. The proof of Theorem 4.3 uses this weak resolution 
(which is stated in the present generality in Theorem 3.10 below) in the same 
way that the proof of [l(b), Th eorem 10.1’1 uses the weak form [I(b), Theorem 
9.91 of the Verma module resolution. In fact, the whole proof of Theorem 4.3 
closely follows the line of proof of [l(b), Theorem 10.1’1. 
In Section 2, the necessary background on Verma modules is recalled. Basic 
material on generalized Verma modules, including the concept of “standard 
map, ” is discussed in Section 3. An example of the weak resolution is used to 
show that a nonzero map from one generalized Verma moduie to another need 
not be an injection; but it is noted that a nonzero map must be an injection if the 
domain module is induced from a one-dimensional module (see the end of 
Section 3; these results are not needed for our main theorem). The strong 
generalized resolution is constructed and its exactness is proved in Section 4. 
The exactness of the resolution at I?,,~ (see Theorem 4.3) has been observed 
in [6(d), Proposition 2.41, and has been used in [6(d)] to begin a program of 
study of finite-dimensional irreducible modules for real semisimple Lie algebras. 
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re we establish some notation and recall the basic facts about ?7erAma 
ies due to Warish-Chandra [4], Verma [7(a), (b)] and Bernstein-Gelfand- 
Gelfand [l(a), (b)]. Proofs of all the results stated in this section may be found in 
[2, Chap&z-e 71. 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero; g a split semisimple Lie algebra over k 
rtan subalgebra h; A C h* (* denotes dual) the set of roots of 
; A+ CA a positive system; n the s 
oot space); b the Bore1 subalgebr 
and U(-) the universal enveloping algebra functor. For all h 
one-dimensional b-module on which h acts via h and n acts trivially. The k/e~sr 
nzodule Vn is defined to be the g-module 
twisted induced from JzA up to g, in the sense of [2, Sect. 5.2]. 
Let V be an h-module (for example, a g-module regarded as an 
restriction). For h E h”, define the weight space VA C I/ correspond 
(v E V / h I v = X(h)v for all h E hj. Call h a u;ezght of U if VA f 0, and tail the 
nonzero elements of VA weight vectors with weight A. If Y is the direct sum of its 
weight spaces, we say that V is a weight mod&. 
Suppose that V is a g-module. A weight vector v E V is called a highesi w 
oector if n v = 0. V is called a highest weight mod& if it is generated 
highest weight vector. In this case, the generating highest weight vector is 
uniquely determined up to nonzero scalar multiple, its weight is called. the 
highest weight of V, and its weight space is called the highest weigght space of I’ 
The highest weight space is one dimensional, V is a weight module, and the 
weight spaces of V are all finite dilmensional, For all A, p 
,u - h is of the form CrnEAd, n cp where n, EZ+ (the set of n 
If p is the highest weight of the highest weight module Y and X is an arbitrary 
weight of V, then h < p. 
For alI A E h*, VA is the universal highest weight module with highest weigh: 
X - ps in the sense that it maps onto all others; if X is a g-module and x E X is a 
highest weight vector with weight h - p, then there is a unique 
VA --> X taking 3. @ 1 E Va to x. 
Let II- = g-” (p E A+). Then VA _N U(n-> 6& K,-, as n--module and as 
-module; U(n-> acts by left multiplication on the first factor, and acts by 
tensor product action. In particular, as a U(n-)-module, VA is free on one 
generator. Gsing this, one easily obtains: 
hOPOSITION 2.1. Let h, p E hX. Then evea’y nonzero 
vu is an injection. 
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Notation. Write vA C v@ if there is such a map from VA to vu. 
For all y E A, define h, E h by the conditions h, E [gw, g-w] and I = 2. 
Let Y, E Aut h* be the Weyl reflection with respect to p; thus r,h = h - A(h,)g, 
for all /\ G h*. The Weyl group W of g with respect to h is the subgroup of 
Aut h* generated by {r, ( v Ed}. Let I = dim h, and 01~ ,..,, 01~ Ed+ the simple 
roots of g with respect to h and d, . Then Wis generated by the simple reff ections 
ri = yeai as i ranges through (l,..., I>. A decomposition of w E W in the form 
w =ri *** yi.(i, ~(l,..., Z))iscalledre&cedifth ere is no shorter such decomposi- 
tion. The leigth Z(w) of w is defined to be the number of factors in any reduced 
decomposition of w. It is well known that Z(w) is the number of elements in the 
set 4, n w( -A+). 
W acts on h by the contragradient of its action on h*, and hence W acts on 
U(h) by natural extension by algebra automorphisms. The Harish-Chandra 
isomorphism from the center of U(g) onto the algebra of W-invariants in U(h) 
(see [2, Theoreme 7.4.51) implies: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let h, p E h*. If VA C Vb, then h E WU. and h < p. More 
generally, the same conclusion holdi if p - p is the highest weight of a highest weight 
module and h - p is the highest weight of a highest weight module subquotient 
(quotient of submodules). 
Notation. For h E h*, let R” be the unique irreducible quotient of P; RA 
exists and is the unique irreducible highest weight module with highest weight 
x-p* 
Using the easy fact that every nonzero subquotient of a highest weight module 
contains a highest weight vector, one proves: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For all ,u E h*, Vu (OY any subquotient of Vu) has a (Jinite) 
composition series, and the irreducible subquotients of VP are all of the form R” 
where X E Wp and h < p. In particular, every nonzero submodule of V 11 contains an 
irreducible submodule, and every such submodule is of the form Vh, X as above. 
Proposition 2.3 leads to: 
THEOREM 2.4 (Verma). For all X, p E h*, dim Hom,(vA, VU) < 1. 
Remark. Verma’s proof of this result has been simplified by Borho (see 
[6(c)]). Theorem 2.4 is generalized in [6(c)]. 
Verma’s “main theorem” states: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let p E h*, y E A+ , and suppose that ,u(h,) E b, . Then 
VW c V@. 
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TXZOREM 2.7 (Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand). The comerse of Corollary 2.6 
holds. &fweoc17er, if RA is isomorphic to a subquotient of Vu, then VA C Q--ii, 
DEFI~~ITI~~~S. Let 20, w’ E W. Write w -+ w’ if there exists 9 E 8, such that 
21; = ~Y~ZL” and l(w) = lb’) -+ 1. Also write ZI: +-Q w’ in this case. Write Z?I < W’ 
if there exist w1 I . . . . r.un E W such that 
Then < is a partiai ordering on W. 
TKEOFCEM 2.X (Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand). 5kppose that ,U ; 
do~~~a~t integral (i.e., p(h,j is a positive integer jb a/E i = 1 ,..l) E), and let 
w, d E W. Then VGu C Vzc’i if and only if w < WI. 
One of the lemmas occuring in the proof of Theorem 2.8 will be useful later:: 
LEMMA 2.9 (Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand). Let wr , wa E W, y E ia+ and 
i~(l,..., I>, andsuppose that pl # ai. Then t~e~o~~~w~~g conditiom are ~~u~~a~~~t~ 
(i) riwl -+ w1 and yiwl -+a ~1~ . 
[ii) wi -4irn Yiwg and’ w2 -+ yiw, . 
3. GENERALIZED VE~.I+IA Monrr~~s 
En this section, we first set up notation for generalized Verma modules as 
in [3, 6(d)], except that here we use twisted inducing as opposed to inducing. 
We develop some generalities concerning these modules, and we recall the 
resolution [3, Theorem 8.71 in the present special case of finite-dimensional split 
semisimple Lie algebras. A couple of consequences of the resolution are noted. 
The resolution will be strengthened in Section 4. 
Let S be an arbitrary subset of (I,..., 13; h, the span of the hUi w’ 
g, the subalgebra of g generated by hs and the ~~withiES;As=An 
s et of integers); and Ar = A+ n As, NSO d& lowing subalgebras 
=LIg”(9,EA+s);n,-=L4g-m(~~ (y”A.,qW;P); 
g-” (T E A+ , 9 6 A+s); r = g, + 
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because [r, u] C u). Then g, = n,- oh, @ n, is a split semisimple Lie algebra 
with splitting Cartan subalgebra h, , root system {v 1 h, 1 y E OS} and positive 
system iv I hs 1 v E 4% r is a subalgebra reductive in g, with commutator 
subalgebra g, and center a subalgebra of h; ps is the most general parabolic 
subalgebra of g containing the Bore1 subalgebra b; the reductive part of ps is r 
and the nilpotent part is u. We also have n = n, @u; n- = n,- @u-; 
r==nn,-@h@n,;andg=u-@p,.IfS= ~,p,=b,andifS=(l,...,E), 
Ps = g. 
Let Ps = (hEh*/Ah(h,i)EZ, f or all in S>. Then Ps indexes the set of 
(isomorphism classes of) finite-dimensional irreducible r-modules which 
remain irreducible under g,; to h E Ps we associate the r-module M(h) whose 
highest weight space relative to g s , h, , and n, has weight X (for h). M(h) is 
clearly a weight module. 
Let ps = +zrnpd s 9 E h*. Since p&J = ps(A$ = 1 for all i E S, h E h* lies 
in Ps if and only if h - p + ps does. 
DEFINITION. For h E P, , define thegeneralized Verma module 
where M(h - p + ps) is regarded as a p,-module by the given action of r and 
the trivial action of u. Then V”th) is the g-module twisted induced from the 
p,-module which is M(A) as an r-module and trivial as a u-module. 
Remark. If S = @, vfilcA) = VA (A E h* arbitrary). If S = (l,..., I>, V”o) = 
M(A) = RA+o (A E h* dominant integral, i.e., h(A,i) EZ?, for all i = I,..., I). 
Let h E P, . Then any r-module map from M(X - p + ps) into the u-trivial 
subspace of a g-module X extends uniquely to a g-module map from VMca) to 
X. V”(A) c! U(u-) Ok M(h - p + ps) as u--module and as r-module; U(u-) 
acts by left multiplication on the first factor and r acts by tensor product action. 
In particular, vnlcn) is free and finitely generated as a U(u-)-module, and is a 
direct sum of finite-dimensional irreducible r-modules of the form M(v) (ZJ G Ps). 
Under the natural r-module injection M(X - p + ps) =-+ v”cn) which takes ZI 
to 1 @ O, a highest weight vector (for gs , h, , IQ) is carried to a highest weight 
vector (for h, n) which generates V”tA) as g-module. Hence TM(A) is a highest 
weight module with highest weight h - p + ps , and is thus a quotient of the 
Verma module VA+os. Let $2 C vn+ps be the kernel of the natural surjection 
y;l+P.s + VMO). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let h E h* and p E Ps , and suppose that there is a nonzero 
g-module map f: Vn+ps -+ VJ++S. If the composition f': VA+os --+ V”(p) off with 
the natural quotient map is nonxero, then h E P, andf ‘(K”) = 0. fn particular, if 
h E Ps , then f (K”) C Ku, and J naturally determines a g-module mu.. f h: V”cA) -+ 
VM(h) such that for all v E V*+ns, f “(v + K”) = f(v) + Kp. 
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Pro& Let q, be a highest weight vector generating Pas. rff’(~a) # 0, then. 
J’(Q) is an n,-invariant weight vector with weight A - p ‘; ps . Since v’l’U’ is 
a direct sum of M(v)‘s (V E Ps), [6(d), Proposition 2.3] implies that X E p, and 
that C(r) .f’(qJ N M(X - p t ps) as r-module. Bu~J’(Q) is a highest weight 
vector, and so U(r) .f’(zl,J is u-trivial. Hence there is a -module map 
f^: V,M(A) -j, VM(u) such that fA(uo + K”) = f’(z~J = J(Q) i- KU. Eow apply 
QZ). QED. 
?DEFINITI~N. Let A, p E P, , f: P+~s ---t kiuto~ a nonzero g-module map,. 
Call the map JA: Vfcn) 3 PI(u) of the last proposition the s~~n~~~d HZ@ from 
li,hI’A’ to Vfif(u) (associated withf). By Th eorem 2.4, jF^ is uniquely determined 
up to nonzero scalar multiple as f varies. 
Rewaarks. (1) The standard map Pfcn) + Vvfcu) might be zero (see Proposi- 
tion 3.3). 
(2) Even when the standard map VMfh) --) PI(u) is zero, a nonzero 
g-module map f : V”tA) * P1(u) might exist. This phenomenon clearly implies 
that P+ns occurs with multiplicity greater than one in the composition series 
of the Verma module V@+PS and also that the g-submodule of Yuu+ps obtained by 
pulling back ImJ is not generated by its Verma submodules. Many such maps g 
occur among the generalized Verma module injections discovered in [6(a), (b)! 
(cf. [6(a), ppv 225-2263). 
(3) If there is a nonzero map from VfifcA! to ‘c/;M(!J (A, p E PJ, rhen 
V+PS C YU+QS by Theorem 2.7, and so the standard map is defined. 
By [6(d), Proposition 2.11, we have: 
PRoPosITIox 3.2. Rw all X E P, j 
We can now prove the following criterion for the standard map to be zero: 
Iux~os~TIoN 3.3. Let A, p E P, ad suppose that Vh+S C V”+OS ~ Then the 
standad map VW(A) 3 Vu(u) is zero if and only if Vh+PS C Vv~(u+pS) for sow2 i f S. 
PWO$ c; is clear. 
** If the standard map is zero, then 
v”+os c K” = c yrihs) c jp+y 
is.9 
Write the elements of S as i1 ,..., i, . Then for somei > 0, 
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but 
Thus R”f~s is a subquotient of VTsj(p+~s), and we may apply Theorem 2.7. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITIONS. Let WI be the subgroup of W generated by (ri / i 6 S>. Then 
Wl is the Weyl group of r. Let w1 = {w E W / A+s C WA+}. 
The following is established in [5, Sect. 5.131: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Every element w E W can be uniquely decomposed in the 
form w = wlwl, where w1 E W, and w1 E WI. Moreover, Z(w) = l(w,) + l(wl). 
Propositions 3.6, 3.7, and 3.9 below will play a basic role in the construction 
of our resolution (Section 4). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let w E w1 have reduced .decomposition 
W = TilTi *” Y’ ZR (i, E {l,..., 4). 
Then every “initial segment” ri, .-* yij lies in W1 (j = 0,. . ., n). 
Proof. If not, then we may write 
Y. .-* Yij = wlwl, 
21 
with wr E W, , wr E w1, wr f 1, and Z(wr) < j (Proposition 3.4). Also write 
WQi j+l a.- Yin = x1x1, 
where x, E WI and x1 E w1. Then w = wlxlxl and Z(xr) < n = Z(w). Hence 
wlxl f 1, contradicting the fact that w E WI. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let w E WI, w # 1. Then there exists w’ E WI such that 
w + w’. 
Proof. Let w = yil .a. yi, be a reduced decomposition. By Proposition 3.5, 
WI =y. “‘p-. 
21 “n-1 E WI. But Z(w’) = Z(w) - 1, and w’ = r,w, where CJJ = W’CX~, E A. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. It follows easily from the definition of WI that if p E h* is dominant 
integral and w E WI, then wp f P, . In particular, (w(p + p))(h,() is a positive 
integer for all i E S, and so w(p + p) - pS E P, . 
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~ROPOSITIOX 3.7. Let p E h” be dominant integra& and suppose that %L’, 
2~’ E Lffl satisfy the condition l(w) = Z(d) $ 1. Then there exists a nonze7co 
g-modde map 
iJ and o&y if ‘w ---f 20’. In this case, the standard map is nonzero. 
Proof. If there is a nonzero map, then W~+D) is a subquotient of VLc.‘(u+O), and 
so P(~~-ru) C ETTc’(u+o) by Theorem 2.7. Hence w < zhr’ by Theorem 2.8, so that 
w - w’. Assume that w + w’. Then VW(@n) C V @‘iuLe), and it remains to show 
that the standard map 
is nonzero. By Proposition 3.3, what w-e must prove is that W@TD) q Vr@(u+p) 
for any i E S, i.e., that w 4 P& for any i E S (see Theorem 2.8). But I(T&) = 
l(w’) f 1 = E(w) (P ro osi ion 3.4), and so w < Y?;ZO’ would imp@ that 20 = P,w’, p ‘t’ 
a contradiction by Proposition 3.4. Q.E.D. 
PR~P~SIT~OX 3.8. Let w E W, zu $ WI, 2~’ E 
Then w +a( 20’ fog some i E S. 
and suppose that w + 20;. 
Proof. Since w $ WI, w --+ W’ for some i E 5’ and W” E W, by Proposition 3.4, 
Write w -_tc 2~’ (y E A,). If cp # 01~ , then w’ -+- T,:w’ y Lemma 2.9, so that 
l(r,w’) = I@‘) - 1. But this contradicts the fact thzt zu’ E W1 (see Fro 
3.4). Hence y = si. 
is zero. 
s”10oj. Combine Propositions 3.3 and 3.8, and recall Theorem 2.8. Q.E.D. 
e now recall [3, Theorem 8.71. As was noted in the Introduction of [33, 
the proof of that result simplifies considerably in the present context of finite- 
dimensional split semisimple Lie algebras. 
TI-IEOREM 3.10. Let p E h* be dominant integral. Then the ~~~te-d~rne~s~o~~~ 
~y~e~uc~ble -m.oduZe REAP with highest weight p has a ~-mod~~e ~eso~~t~o~ 01” the 
jam 
0 + Edimu + ... + .q --+ E, -l- R@Q + 0, 
.where Ej (j = O,..., dim u) satis$es the conditions: 
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(1) Ej has a g-module$ltration 
O= VOCV,C~..CV~=Ej 
such that the g-modules VI/V,, , V,/ V, ,..., V,/ V,-, are nonisomorphic and 
coincide, up to isomorphism and rearrangement, with the generalized Verma 
modules V”fw(~-i+-ps) as w ranges through (w E FP 1 Z(w) = j). 
(2) As an r-module, Ej is a direct sum of M(v)‘s (V E Ps). 
Now by [3, Lemma 7.81, Ej is isomorphic as r @ u--module to the induced 
module 
U(r 0 u-1 ma) u M(W(P + P> - P> 
WOWl 
Z(w)=j 
for eachj = O,..., dimu. Hence 
as r-modules, and it follows that all the maps in the r-module complex 
0 + Edimu/u- ’ Edimu 4 . ..3Ellu-.E1-tEo/u-.Eb40 
are 0. Since Ej is clearly U(u-)-free, we have by definition of Tory-(k, &+D) (cf. 
[l(b), Sect. 91): 
COROLLARY 3.11. For all j E Z, , 
dim Tory-(k, RUS-‘) = c dim M(w(p + p) - p), 
WEW1 
E(uJ)=j 
where k is regarded as the trivial right u--module. 
Remark. Corollary 3.11 also follows from Kostant’s cohomology theorem 
[5, Theorem 5.141 and standard properties of Tor and Ext (cf. [l(b), Sect. 91). 
Remark. In the notation of Theorem 3.10, Ei # 0 for all j = O,..., dimu. 
That is, there exists w E w1 with Z(w) = j. Indeed, let wa be the element of W 
such that wOA+ = -A+, and wr the element of W, such that w,A+~ = -A+S. 
Then A, n wlwO(-A,) is the complement of A,S in A+, and so wrws is the 
unique element of w1 of length dim u. Now apply Proposition 3.6 repeatedly. 
EXAMPLE. Let g = sl(n, k), with n > 3, and let h be the Cartan subalgebra 
of traceless diagonal matrices. We have 1 = n - 1. There are exactly two simple 
roots which are orthogonal to all but one other simple root. Let 01~ (i e (l,..., II) 
be one of them, and let S be the complement of (i> in {l,..., 1). Then ps is a 
maximal parabolic subalgebra of g, and IV has exactly one element of length j 
for all j = 0,. . ? n - 1 = dim U. Thus in the notation of Theorem 3.1 
generalized Yerma module (for any dominant integral p E *), and it is clear that 
the map E, -+ -F, is a nonzero map which is not an inject . Th-us the assertion 
of Proposition 2.1 is false in general for generalized Verma mo 
the proof of Proposition 2.1 (cf. [2, Theo&me 7.6.61) easily yields: 
4. THE RESQLUTIOX 
We shall sharpen Theorem 3.10. 
Fix a dominant integral element p E h*. For all j = 0,. ., dim u, define 
We shah construct maps d$’ : Cjs + Cf-, for all j = 1,. . , dim 29. 
For all w E IV, fix an embedding VzO(u+p) C Vufa~ Then for ali w, W’ E @‘with 
w .< w’ , , we have a fixed embeddingf,,,r: Vz(u+p) -+ V~~‘(~+~) (see Theorem 2.8). 
Remark. Whenever wr , z~a , wa E W satisfy the condition w1 < wa < zi’a r 
sue have an obvious commutative triangle of embeddings. If wr i q i We E IV, 
then the three associated standard maps among the J -r M(%(utD)-PS) also farm a 
commuEative triangle. 
DEFFISITIQS [l(b), Sect. lo]. Call a quadruple (wI. 1 wg I wQ ) WJ of elements 
of W a square if ~0~ If zua and 
LEMMA 4.1 [l(b), Lemma 10.41, To each atTow q +- w2 (xx1 , w2 E W> me 
can assigz a number s(wl , WJ = &l such that joy every spare, the product of the 
numbers assigaed to the four arrows occurring in it is -1. 
Let w, w’ E IV1 such that 1(w) = Z(w’) + 1. Define a g-module map 
h,,,c p4(2du+d---os) --L yMbdb&,s) 
as foliows. If u: --f w’, let h,,,, be the standard map associated with the map 
S(W, W’)f*“,m,: yw!utot + ti*io’(u+ni. 
Otherwise, take h,,,? = 
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The array of maps h,,,, gives us g-module maps cljs: Cjs -+ C’S_, for all 
j = l,..., dim it. Also, [6(d), Proposition 2.41 implies: 
LEMMA 4.2. There is a subjection E: C,s + Ru+p, unique up to nonzero scalar 
multiple. 
We can now state our main result: 
THEOREM 4.3. The sequence 
is exact, and djs(I/;M(U(uc+p)-ps)) # 0 fov all j = I,..., dim u and w E WI- with 
Z(w) = j. 
Proof. Propositions 3.6 and 3.7 imply that djs(VM(lO(++ps)) + 0 for all 
j = I,..., dim u and w E W1 with Z(w) = j. The fact that the sequence 
Cl’ % Co’ & RFip - 0 
is exact follows immediately from [6(d), Proposition 2.41. 
Next we assert that df’_, 0 djs = 0 for all j = 2,..., dimu. To see this, let 
w1 , ws E w1 such that 2(w,) = j and Z(zu,) = j - 2. Define 
What we must show is that h = 0. By [l(b), Lemma 10.31, the number of w E W 
such that w, -+ w + wa is either zero or two. Hence the number of w E WI 
satisfying the same condition is either zero,-one or two, and if there is exactly 
one, then there exists w’ E W such that w’ $ WI- and w1 -+ w’ + wz . (Note that 
this last case can occur, by the Example preceding Proposition 3.12.) In this last 
case, h = 0 by Proposition 3.9 and the Remark preceding Lemma 4.1. If there 
are no w E WI satisfying the condition, then h = 0 trivially. Finally, if there are 
two, then h = 0 by Lemma 4.1 and the Remark preceding it. This proves our 
assertion. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 will be complete when we prove the following: 
LEMMA 4.4. Any g-module complex of the form 
0 4 CLnu ----f . . . A+ c,s-?+Ip~+L+0 
ddim u 
such that dj(VM(lG(~+o)-~s)) # 0 for allj = I,..., dimu and w E W with Z(w) =j, 
is exact. 
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Pmojc y Lemma 4.2, our complex is exact at RU+O, and it is easy to see from 
[6(d), Proposition 2.41 that it is exact at CoS. Assume that it is exact at 
cos, c,s )... 7 GjSml, wherejf(l,..., dim u) is fixed. We shall prove the lemma by 
establishing exactness at Cjs. Let Ki = Ker di for all i = O,..., dimu. (Set 
da == 6.) We have assumed that dj+l(C~+I) C IZj . (Set Ciimufl = 0 and 
daima+.r = 0.) We must prove that this inclusion is an equality. 
For a g-module M with a (finite Jordan-H6Ider) composition series, iet 
JH(M) denote its set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible subquotients, each 
counted as many times as it occurs in a composition series of M. 
VJe shall complete the proof of Lemma 4.4 by means of a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.5. For alli = 0 ,. . . , j, each a&educible s~b~~o~~e~~ of -Ki r’s of the ,fom 
Rzr(@+‘j where w E W and l(w) >, i + I. 
RWO$ In the notation of Theorem 3.10, it is clear that 
for all 9~ = 0 ,..., dim_. 
ence by Theorem 3.10 and the induction assumption in the proof of Lemma 4.4, 
JH(KJ = JH(K), where K = Ker(& -+ .E_.,). (Set E.., = RwQ.) Since 
.K = Im I?-1 (where Edimull = 0): 
Now just apply Theorems 2.7 and 2.8. 
T~EFINITIOK. Let C be the category of g-modules X satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) X admits a composition series and every irreducible subquotient of X 
is of the form R” (A E II*); 
(ii) as an r-module, X is a direct sum of M(h)‘s (A E P,). 
emark. It is clear that every module in G is a weight module and contains a 
maximal weight, with respect to the partial ordering < on *. i%ny weight 
vector for this weight is a highest vector. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let w. E W1 and X E C, and suppose that E(w) >, l(wO) for ali 
w E W sat& that RtO(ufp) E JH(X). Let 
be a m~~ze~o g-module map. Then the image oj M~w,(p + p) - p) &z X/u- I X 
under the r-module map hduced by 7 is nonxero. 
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Proof. Use induction on the length of JH(X). Let y E X be a weight vector 
whose weight h is maximal (with respect to <) among the weights of X, and let 
Y C X be the g-submodule of X generated by y. Then Y is a highest weight 
module and is a quotient of Vh+~. There are two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that ~(M(w,,(p + p) - p)) C Y. Then 
RIVob+“) E JH( Y) C JH( VA+“), 
and so X + p = w& + p) for some wr E W with wO < wr , by Theorems 2.7 
and 2.8. But 
R’fp E JH( Y) C JH(X), 
so that l(w,) 3 Z(w,) by hypothesis. Thus wO = wr , and h = w&u + p) - p. 
Since h is maximal, 5-(&J(A)) # u- . X. 
Case 2. Suppose that T(M(w&~ + p) - p)) @ Y. Then the image of 
M(w,(~ + p) - p) in X/Y is nonzero. Since JH(X/Y) is strictly contained in 
JH(X), we may apply the induction hypothesis to complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.7. For al2 i = 0 ,..., j, the r-module map 
dejined by di,: C.f+l --t Ki is an injection. 
Proof. We may assume that i < dimu. Since 
p+, = Jj v~(~(u+Io)--ps), 
weWl 
Zlw)=i+1 
and the M(w(P + P) - P) are inequivalent irreducible r-modules as w varies, it 
is sufficient to show that the image of M(w(p + p) - p) C V”(tU(@+p)-~s) in 
I&/u- . Ki is nonzero for all w E Wl of length i + 1. But this follows immediately 
from the last two lemmas and the assumption that di+l(VM(20(u+o)-ps)) # 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we need certain facts about modules in the category C. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let XEC. 
(1) X is finitely generated under U(u-), and X/u- . X is jinite dimensional. 
(2) Let Y be an r @ u--module which is a weight mod&e. Then an r @ u-- 
module map Y --f X is sq’ective if and only if the induced r-module map Y/U- * Y -+ 
X/u- f X is swjective. 
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ew exists an 1: @ u--module Y induced fiom an r-module of the ~OYBZ 
and an r @u--module swjection Y -+ X, such that the 
ted r-anodule map Y/u- . Y---f X/u- . X is an r-inodule ~~orno~p~~s~. 
Proof. (1) Since each irreducible subquotient of X is of tbe form 
and is a direct sum of M(v)‘s (V E Ps), it is clear that X - p E P, and 
Vfi*(A-p~) (cf. [6(d), Proposition 2.31). ence X is Gnitely generated 
), and so X/u- . X is finite dimensional. 
(2) If j: Y - X is surjective, then Y/u- * Y- X/U- . X is obviously 
surjective. Suppose that f is not surjective but that the latter map is surjective. 
Then there exists a weight vector x E X of weight h E h* such that x $ Imf 
but such that any weight vector in X of weight greater than X lies in Imj. There 
exists y E Y such that 
and we may assume that y has weight A, by decomposing y into its weight space 
components in Y and viewing the images of these components in the weight 
module Y/u- * Y. Then x is of the form 
x=f(Y)+p-, “X,, 
0, 
where g, ranges through the complement of d+s in A, , e-, is a nonzero element 
of g-m, 
. . 7 and x, hesm the weight space A-h+m . Since each x, E 4mJ, we have 
x E Imj, a contradiction. 
(3) By (l), there is a finite-dimensional r-stable complement X0 of 
- . X in X, and X0 is of the form UT=, M(v$) (vi E PJ. Let Y he the T @ aa-- 
module induced from this r-module. Then the r-module injection X0 c+ X 
induces an 1” @ m--module map Y -+ X such that the corresponding r-module 
map Y/m- . Y + X/u- . X is an isomorphism. By (2), the map Y -+ X is 
surjective. QED. 
In view of Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8(2), Lemma 4.4 will follow from: 
LEMMA 4.9. We have 
dim C,“,,/u- . C&r = dim K,/u- . Ki < CO. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.11 (cf. the subsequent Remark), 
dim C&,/u- * Cf+, = C dim M(w(,u + p) - p) 
WEW1 
uw)=5+1 
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Lemma 4.8(3) implies the existence of a free U(u-)-module Y and a u--module 
surjection 0: Y -+ Kj such that the induced linear map 8’: Y/u- . Y -+ K,/u- . Ki 
is a linear isomorphism of finite-dimensional spaces. Let 5: Y -+ Cjs be the 
composition of 0 with the injection Kj C-F Cjs. By the induction hypothesis in 
the proof of Lemma 4.4, we have an exact sequence of u--modules 
such that Y and all the C$’ are U(u-)-free. Thus there exists a free U(u-)-module 
Z and a u--module map 7: Z + Y such that the corresponding augmented 
sequence is exact. Let 
and 
5’: Y/u- * Y 3 C,“/u- . Cf 
be the linear maps defined by 5 and 7, respectively. By definition, 
Toryi,(k, Rufp) = Ker sl/lm ?I’, 
and it is therefore sufficient to show that 5’ and 7’ are both zero, because in that 
case, 
dim TorjU;,(k, R”+‘) = dim Y/u- * Y = dim K& * Kj . 
But 00~ = 0 * 8’07’ = 0 3 7’ = 0 since 0’ is a &near isomorphism. Also, 
let 6: Cjs + KjM1 be the surjection which agrees with dj, and let 
be the corresponding linear map. Then the case i = j - 1 of Lemma 4.7 
asserts that L’ is an injection, and so L 0 [ = 0 3 L’ o 1’ = 0 3 5’ = 0. This 
proves Lemma 4.9 and hence Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.3. Q.E.D. 
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